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A Week of Dialogue:

"VIETNAM IN PERSPECTIVE"
;:r>:~i~~~~,

"Vietnam in Perspective," a week of pro and con
discussion, is scheduled for the week beginning Monday, April 29, and ending with the usual Faculty
and Student Talk on Friday, May 3.

Xavier and Vietnam
By MIKE HENSON, News Managing Editor
a FAST, but the results, un- was hooted and jeered, and the
Since the Viet Nam at
fortunately, have notbeenrecorded presentation became a farce. A
week of discussion will try for posterity.
News editorialist wrote," By their
to center on the relation
crude,
intolerant behavior, and
!fhe next major attempt to bring
of the Xavier student to the question before the eyes of the lack of respect, the members of the
the war, we would like to Xavier student body was in Feb- audience made one point embaroffer a resume of what ruary, 1967, when Thomas assingly clear: given the opportunity to confront important issues
has happened on theXav- Hermes, President of Student and
discuss them intelligently, they
ier campus during the last Council joined with student body were unable to meet even the minipresidents from 99 other colleges
two years. On the whole, and universities in sending an open mal demands of the situation."
we have little to show. letter to President Johnson quesThe next incident was equally
The first major questioning of tioning different aspects of U.S. ridiculous. The famous "Flyer
the goals of the war on the campus involvement in Vietnam.
War" of April, 1967 resulted in a
was in a News article of October
The letter read, in part," There campus littered with leaflets pro14, 1966, by Dr. Richard J. Meis- is doubt that such vital interests claiming a war rally, disclaiming
ter of the Xavier history departas may be threatened are best a war rally, and proclaiming a
ment. In a point-by-point analysis protected by this growing commit- hoax. The rally never came off,
of the purposes and causes of the ment . . . Too often there is a wide but the tone of discussion on the
war, he decided that these were not
disparity between American state- war was. considerably lowered by
being fulfilled by our commitment ments about Vietnam and Amer- the incident.
in Viet Nam, and that the costs
More responsibly, two students,
ican actions there."
were out of proportion to what we
Jack
Weust and· Tim Savage, atThe letter rated a front-page
hoped to gain.
article in the News, but little action tended the Spring Mobilization in
He offered three alternatives to
New York, and Mike Maloney
was seen as a result.
the current Viet Nam policy:
wrote a lengthy article questioning
In the same week, Dean Clarence the war rationale. He refuted war
"1. At one extreme we could
Manion spoke on the rightist view arguments point by point, and concarry on an aggressive war with
of the war. In a talk entitled," AnChina, or at least threaten her with other Pearl Harbor! Will History cluded "Fear of Communism has
driven our country into a state of
atomic attack.
Repeat Itself?", he maintained that paranoia. The cost of war propo"2. At the other extreme we another Pearl Harbor was already
ganda runs high in social pathcould pull out immediately.
happening, but that it was "differ- ology."
"3. We could follow the sugges- ent in impact and devastation."
Maloney was answered the next
tion made by Charles DeGaulle." The enemy, in this case is causing
us to use our own strength our- week by Dave Tahmann. He held
This last point involved a return
selves, he maintained. He defined that, "A war to defend human
to the Geneva Agreement of 1954,
America's goals in Vietnam as the rights is entirely moral and, in my
in which elections were to be held
surrender of the Communists and opinion, obligatory . . . Christianin both North and South to deterity and brntherhood, which the
mine who should rule. "The results
anti-war 'philosophers' claim to
of this election would most likely
support, would only withcranddie
give Ho Chi Mihn control of all
under Communism."
Viet Nam. But is not a united Viet
Nam under an independent communist like Ho Chi Mihn a bettet·
buffer to an expanding China than
a facade of democracy under a
weak Generul Ky'?"
He continued," Our present Viet
Nam policy is pushing North Viet
Nam into the position of being a
puppet o!' China rather than weakening Chinese influence in Southeast Asia."
"As long as this war is seen as
a great ideological struggle, little
will be done to end the suffering
of the Vietnamese people or to solve
the Vietnamese crisis."
The article provoked a flurry
of letters and an editorial in the
News. The News editorialist said
of it, "The entire article is full of
nothing but unsupported or poorly
supported conclusions that beat
anything an LSDaddictcouldsummo n from his dreams." Dr. Meister
defended his position a week later
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the debate.
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Near the sa'me time, the Student
Council Speakers Committee sponsored a speech by No rm an
Thomas, which some students
claimed lo be the most comprehensive and reasoned solution to the
war yet offered. He condemned the
wur, but did not ignore the faults
of the Viel Cong or North Vietnam,
and offered proposals for ending

The next incident was embarassing for both serious questioners
and defenders of the war. Mr.
Joseph Letson of American l•'riends
Services presented a film and a
reasoned condemnation of the war.
Publicity for the talk had been inflamatory, however, and many
war proponents entered the theatre
with blood in their eyes. Mr. Letson ~JJl~l11·_:c·.J., ....·.. ~c.. ~

Working in close cooperation issue. Reduced 'headlines cannot
with J\fr. Patrick Nally, Jack reduce the importa nee of the quesGoger, head of the Student Council tion which faces us. Vietnam is fact;
Speakers Committee, the SCSC it affects us as Christians; it affects
committee itself, and a group of us as students who must learn for
interested Xavier students have tomorrow the lessons of today.
taken the initiative to arrange for Xavier must exercise, and inform,
a week to open forum discussion its concern. "
from as many parts of the specThey asked the faculty for
trum of opinion as possible. Stu- "active participation, through your
dent Council has endorsed the individual class cl iscipl i nes,
week in the hope that both students through your informal social reand faculty will find it informative. lationships, through your presThe committee of organizers has ence.
sent an open letter to the faculty
"We must stimulate, as well as
in which they explain their goals inform, our concern. We believe
and objectives for the week. The in the Catholic University, and in
letter reads, in part, "We arc con- the intellectual, the moral responvinccrl that Vietnam remains a vital sibility to society that is represents."

"Vietnam in Perspective"
Schedule of events:
Monday, April 29, 1:30. University Center Theatre.
Rev. David O'Connor, S. J. of
Cornell University meets James
Teague of the United States Department in an open discussion,
pro and con.

Friday, May 3, 2:30. Musketeer
Grill.

FAST. Alfred .J. Lechner, '69
( Economics)
and Christopher
Modic, '68 (Pre-Med) for the
affirmative will meet John P.
Patton, '68 ( History) and Haymond J. Kelly '68 (History) for
Tuesday, April 30, 2:00. Univer- the negative.
sity Center Theatre.
Selective Servicediscussion, with
representatives of anti-draft group
and Selective Service.
Wednesday, May I, 8:00. University Center Theatre.
Dr. Richard T. Meister of the
Xavier History Department m1.>ets
Rev. George H. Curran, S. J. of
the Xavier Philosophy Department
in debate. Dr. P.dul Simon of the
History Department will moderate.
Thursday, May 2.
Speaker in the afternoon. Film
in
the evening.
Neither as
yet deter mi necl.

James M. Teague has just returned from Vietnam as part of
AID, the U.S. pacification program
in South Vietnam. He is a graduate of American University, has
been in private industry and the
U.S. State Department.
Fr. David O'Connor, S. J. was
recommended
by
t.<'r. Daniel
Berrigan, S.•J. with whom he works
closely at Cornell University.
O'Connor serves there as assistant
chaplain, and works on problems
on the provincial lc\·el. He has
just returned from Vietnam as part
of a pacification program.

JJleel~
l<'ellow students:
Vietnam is more immediate than
we think. Too often I have found
myself occupied in my own little
world inattentive lo the more importu nt concerns. A seven-year old
conflict
can easily breed a
dangerous type of indiffcrcntism.
But how can we be indifferent
lo the plight of our cities, to the
problem of inllnlion, to the drat'ls
system, and to the balance of payments problem'? In one way or
another these issues affect us more
directly or will affect us shortly.
And Vietnam is intinmtciy bound
lo these areas. We must face up to
the question of priorities and values
in our foreign and domestic
policies.
Unless we arc willing lo place
in our minds what priority Vietnam should have in our national
life--and give reasons for that
priority--we have failed as an educational community. Every bullet
being fired is affecting you and
me. We have no right lo approve

or complain blindly and call ourselves educated men.
I like to think that a democracy
based on an educated electorate is
best f1~r the people. I like lo think
that educational communities must
lead the way in exhibiting the type
of mature democracy that prevents
f-lillcrs and Mussolinis. I like to
think that Xavier students can sec
beyond tomorrow's lest or the
Derby tn issues and duties required
of them. I would ask you then to
consider the importance and relevance
of the "Vietnam in
l'crspcctivc" Program being sponsored by Student Council with the
help of members ofthccommunily.
\Ve cannot afford lo be indifferent. Xavier has been almost dead
in the discussion of a problem too
often couched in emotion. This
program can be one good step
towards a true academic community.
Thank you,
Bob ,Joseph
Student flody President

•
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Vietnam: What Role
for the Student?

Uncle Sam Wants You
COMPANIES RECRUITING ON CAMPUS - MARCH 1968

\e°t

A look at the activity centering on the Vietnam DATE
DEGREES
POSITION"
COMPANY
question on the Xavier campus over the last two
Math BS& MS
~~ 1ems
years reveals that we are behind other universities March 18 Columbia Records
Accounting
; \ \ %
on the issue. While others have been deeply in the · Monday
problem from both standpoints, we have often looked March 18 Whirlpool
Accounting
t9 eJ
.nternal Auditing
to peripheral issues or even turned the situation into Monday
Math
~
Systems
All r
Marketing-Production
a bad joke.
The first student demonstration, for example, conInspection
~\ . .. :f Majors
Food& Drug
·
March 18
cerned itself, not with the justification or conduct of Monday
Administratir ~'\\.
the war, but with showing that Xavier students were
Sales
not shaggy protestors, but clean-cut, All-American March 18 Kr· ~1\All Degrees
Finance
"\ O >
Accounting
boys. In another case, a serious critic of the war was Monday
Quality Control-Prod, Mgment
~
Biology-Chemistry Major
hooted down. From the other side, war opponents
or Minor
have at times been paternalistic and insulting, as in
the War Rally hoax. But concern over the war at March 19 Rutten Welling
Accountants
Accounting Majors
Xavier has not been characterized so much by irre- Tuesday
(Public Accountants)
sponsibility of debate as by the lack of debate.
Store Management
All Degrees
19
Kroger Co.
The problem is not that "Students Study, Not March
Tuesday
Embarass," as one protestor's sign read, but that
Editors-Computer Programmers
Chemistry-Math
students have not been studying. Study should be March 19 Chemical Abstr -·~
Tuesday
Service
accompanied by some change in the actions of the
'7
·
student, and while there is evidence of growing conShillito's
OQ..
J\T
Merchandising (Summer)
March 19
cern, the response by Xavier students has been small Tuesday
•su?1merWork
.a
.l.
l8Vy
in proportion to the seriousness of the question.
Jumors Only
We are faced, then, with the problem of what is a
Field Rep. - ~JI
university's role in the Vietnam problem, and what the March 20 Aetna Life & Casualty All Degrees
U nderwrlters
student can do. It is not as if the problem does not Wednesday
affect us as students. Each of us carries the draft card Mra "fl Purdue University
Bus. Office Mgment Training
Business Degrees
Accounting
·
Accounting & Finance
that may some day send us to the front lines. We viue
Systems Analyst-Programmer
All Degrees
must ask ourselve' whether or not we intend to accept
that invitation or not. If we say that since the governSales
All Degrees
ment has said we must go, there is no choice, we are Wednesday
~./giving up our free choice as individuals, and thereby,
Operations Management
Business Degrees
lose our individuality. We let the government make March 20 Ralston .h.. P19 11•
Wednesday
~el/
our moral decisions for us. It is not enough to say
that we have elected the officials who have made the March 21
Management Trainee
Retail Credit Corp.
;i;iness Degrees
choice; we do not vote away our souls. Besides, how Thursday
lns.uraril.'e Investigators
.T ~ '#J
many draftees have actually voted?
BA .. BS {a.. 111911•
Asst. Field Director
The question, therefore, is one in which we must March 21 American Red Cross
Thursday
Psycholog~
~"
involve ourselves if we are to maintain any control
over the events that are shaping our world and our- March 21 American Fletcher
All Degrees
Center Mgment
selves.
Thursday
National Bank ·
'./-h 4 rninlstrator
Indianapolis
L • .PS h·~1~s Rep.
How should one study the problems now that we
Progr...
~~
.,.e Loan Rep.
have established the right to question our role in
Vietnam? It is obvious that appeals to Americanism March 22 Edison Bros. Stores
All Degrees
•\et' e
•
cannot serve. Everyone has his own definition of what Friday
it means to be an American, and most of those who
Federal Reserve Ba,, 1•
\\,eCt'\l\ Research Asst-Auditor lie.,_
22
oppose the war have the future of America as much March
Friday
of Clevela,..,.,
~t' I.•.. J _...,~MS
Research Analyst-Programmer
at heart as any supporter of the war. Men on both
~ 0 \lt'
Asst. Examiner-Trust Examiner
sides maintain that they are out to preserve Christianity, civilization, or motherhood.
Mar. see
.:dr-Aero Space
Aii Degrees
Staff Training Program
Business Degrees Preferred
Administrative Asst.
We are left, then, with the issues as they stand in Frida
Accounting-Finance
Accounting
their pragmatic and moral contexts. On the moral
side, can we justify our methods and our involvement
- J.C.A.
in terms of our own beliefs and the good of the people fenders should result in more incisive dissent.
There is a danger of consolidation of opinion into
of South Vietnam? On the practical side, are we
furthering our national goals by continuing the war? ~o camps. But the danger is reduced when responThe two questions are not mutually exclusive; if we sible s~e~~ers £:om both sides keep the issue away
cannot further our national goals, then we are wasting from d.i~11sions lik~ God vs. Atheism. By seeing that
our time, our money, and our lives.
the position of one s opponents is not completely dark
we
can gain an insight into . man: no man is com:
Perhaps the most crucial question is that of whether
pletely
depraved, and no position is entirely erronor not continuation of the war will kill hopes for our
Black and white people from
domestic policy. Is it any good to defend our nation eous. This is the purpose of Vietnam awareness week. all walks of life will join together
April 27 for an integrated comon foreign shores and to further national goals when
M.J.H. memoration to the late Martin
the nation is being torn apart from the inside?
Luther King Jr. The event will be
devoted to a rededication and comThere are no pat answers. In most cases, one evil
mitment to the principles for which
of the war will find a compensating good. The record
Dr. King lived: non-violence, jusof neither adversary is clean, and good· points can be
tice for the underprivileged and
found in both positions. We must base our decision
peace for all peoples of the world.
S~dents. for. a Democ~~tic Society ( SDS) ga!ned Emphasis will be placed on bringrealistically.
official
umvers1ty recogmtion this week in a state- ing to an early cessation all hosThis brings us to the question of what to do· once
by Xavier Dean of Men Pat Nally. tilities in Vietnam.
ment
issued
we have made our committment. For the person opMr.
Nally's statement is
through Its weekly newspaper, the
posing the war, the question is easier; he can join printed in fuIJ below:
on campus in a responsible
New Left Notes has frequently remanner, and SOS chapter can make
those who are voicing their dissent, and he can refuse
During the past several months commended thatlocalSDSchapters
the draft. The doing is more difficult than the decision. I have held many meetings and use disruptive and obstructive a meaningful contribution to the
A jail sentence can put a life-long stigma on the informal discussions with faculty means to achieve their ends. Some academic community.
If the Xavir SDS chapter
resister.
members and students to consider SDS chapters on some campuses
employs
methods which subvert
For the war supporter, there is something to be the advisability of granting official have demonstrated gross irrespon- the academic mission and character
university recognition to the pro- sibility by using methods comsaid in the taunt of the dissenter, "If you like it so posed SOS Chapter on the Xavier plctely unacccptabletoanacademlc of the university, officail remuch, Enlist!" But we are speaking in the context of University campus.
community to achieve their goals. cognition will be immediately with·
drawn.
Before SOS receives
the university; and it would be foolish to advocate
.
SOS
h
t
I a m approving an
c ap er Other SDS chapters have manimass enlistment. It is much easier to criticize than to on a provisional basis foroncyear, ~e~ted sincere i·esponsibility real- unconditional university recognition, it must demon.~trate its
defend, and the majority of agencies involved in the suh ject to formal review by my 1z111g that tactics which interfere compatibilit.y
with the university
of
ideas
or
.
d
with
the
expression
Vietnam question are anti-war.
Office at the e nd o f th a t pcr10 .
community.
disrupt
the
normal
operatiotlS
of
The
reason for
provisional
We must remember that the dissenter and the recognltl
·on i's to s t u d y w11eth er a the university can eventually lead
Sincerely yo:1rs,
supporter. have a duty to each other. In a university, Xavier University chapter of SOS to anarchy.
Patrick J. Nally
everyone somehow contributes to the education of the can operate in a manner which i
All studeri( organizations must
others. Students on either side of the issue cannot compatible with the academic style respect the u nlque style ofacademe-ratlo nal discussion,
dialogue,
ignore the others; the presence of dissenters should and character of a university.
debate,
and
argument.
By
repreresult in more intelligent defense; the presence of de'fhe national' SDS organization
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Program Underway To Coordinate
City, University Relatio.ns Efforts

llenle11 CAarge
Dear Sirs:
I wish to clarify the remarks
made In a letter sent to you by.
representatives of the freshman
class which you published in your
April 5 edition of the X. U. News.
In that letter I was listed as one
of the originators of a proposed
boycott of President's review this
May. This statement is erroneous.
I have never been associated with
a program of this kind and have
done and will continue to do any·
thing I can to prevent any such
action.
The R.O. T.C. proposal for a
voluntary program of instruction
is at the present time sitting "on
the head of a pin" before the administration. Any such program,

Tllanh You
To the Editor:
Although, some of the Xavier
students try to spread a reputation
of being "animals", there aresome
MEN on capus who still practice
chilvary. Thanks to 3 men from
Brockman Hall who dug my car
out of the snow last Friday
(March 22).
Gail Crawford
Edgecliff '69

By GEORGF. EDER, News Reporter

The Xavier University Student
Council, acting on legislation sub·
mitted by Vice-President Chris
Mulle, has established a Commun·
ity Relations Coordinating Pro·
gram to be composed of members
of the Xavier student body, faculty,
and administration, and citizens of
the Cincinnati community, and
headed by Xavier junior Al Gay.
Council explained in the intro·
· duction to the legislation that,
"recognizing the existence of un·
~N
necessary social evils which retard
~
the opportunity or personal fulfillment by each member or our
society equally, we understand that,
althogh the effects of these social
ills may directly plague only a
small portion of our society, it is
To the Editor of the News:
the responsibility of every member
Congratulations to Alpha Sig- In a community to assist in ellmima Nu on Its choice of Dr. Ash- natlng such shortcomings. Thus,
more as Teacher of the Year. I regarding the advantages of our
found Dr. Ashmore to be extremely position with Its facilities and
Interested In students and in close capabillties, we seek to implement
sympathy with their goals. He is our commitment to the comdefinitely "for the Xavier students" munity."
and has outside class to talk and·
The committee formed by Chair·
work with them.
manGay.conslstsoffivemembers:
Mr. Patrick Nally, Dean of Men
John Getz, '67
University of Pennsylvania at Xavier; Dr. Albert Anderson,
member of the Education Department and head of the Xavier Student Volunteer Services; Mr. Bill
Mason, comm unity relations representative or the Seven Hill Neighborhood House; Fr. Porter,
director of the Bible center at
Eighth and State Streets; and Mr.
Gene Adams, a member of the staff
at Longview State Mental Hospital.
boycott is not the most desirable
The purpose of the committee
means to an end. But if the probis twofold. A significant educationlems of this University can't be
al function is envisioned, "to make
solved within its confines, why not
the university community more
bring it to the public? I believe that
a little "bad publicity" can do aware of the problems of our
wonders for the situation at hand. society, and to convey to the uniInternal pressure has not proved versity the idea that they can and
to be very effective in shaping Uni- should contribute to the needs of
versity policies. Maybe outside in- the underprivileged ofour society."
fluence will cause the administra- This is clearly the most important
tion to realize that this university goal, explained Gay, "for we have
is made up or students and not to motivate the individual student
to want to help." Secondly, the
financial concerns.
committee will "coordinate the
I agree with Hayes, Hinchy and actions of those organizations at
Cleary that student support should Xavier that focus their attention
be directed at the present time to on effecting essential changes at
Student Council's report which is the most basic social levels, to
now under consideration. Ap- make their efforts more meaningproval of the main proposal or one ful and to minimize the possibility
of the three alternate plans would of overlapping programs."
be most satisfying to all concerned.
The efforts of the following orI did state all this at the class meetganizations will be coordinated by
ing of March 4 at which time I
the Community Relations Comalso said that approval of one of
mittee: the Organization for Interthe plans would be reason to call
racial Aw a reness, the Afro·
off any demonstration or boycott
American Society, the Student
being planned.
Volunteers, the Sodality, the StuAs for as not being informed is
f.'..·;. ~::3~~~~:·
concerned, ask Hayes, Hlnchy or
····,:····.·
Cleary if I was informed about the (··.:._.
.........
letter they submitted to the News. t::.:·::
1·
Robert F. Dillon
President, Class of '71
or even a proposal of suclf a pro·
gram, can only serve to harm the
consideration of this proposal. Any
irresponsible actions taken at this
time may very well jeapordize the
passage of this lmporta~t piece of
legislation.
Sincerely yours,
Linus Blellauskas, Chainnan,
R. O. T. C. Investigation Com.

.Endorllf!

A

Clloi11e

Pre11 Answers Offieers
Class of 1971:
I congratulate Matt Hayes,
Mark Henchy and Mark Cleary
for having the intestinal fortitude
to stick up for and defend their
opinions concerning the boycott of
Presidents Review. I would like at
this tin1e to point out several fallacies in their argument and to
explain to you my reasons for sug·
gesting a boycott.
First of all I would like to state
my general feeling about demon·
strations or boycotts. I think that
in a university community there
should be no reason for them. They
do cause friction and a boycott of
Presidents Review would definitely
have adverse effects when it became recognized by the general
public. I am not in favor of any
student demonstration unless it is
used as a final resort. This community is plagued by a gloring
lack of communication betweenad·
ministration and students. Because
this deplorable situation does in
fact exist and can not be overcome
without a great deal of time being
wasted, action by students is necessary to speed up decisions and
make the administration more accountable for their views to the
student.
As I have stated, I think that a

r
'

Pa1e Three

26, 1968

dents for a Democratic Society,
the Young Democrats, and the
Young Republicans. According to
the legislation, the Committee will
give "the leaders of our community and or Xavier University an
opportunity to discuss community
problems, and a means or establishing possible programs through
the actions oftheXavier University
student body."
The key word· in the title or the
committee Is "coordinating," stressed Gay. "We are not taking over
any of the functions or the individual organizations concerned.
We intend to be an information
center, a clearing house for ideas
and manpower."
The committee intends to focus
its attention on the Avondale and
Evanston area, for that is the immediate community of Xavier University. But eventually it will
coordinate efforts by Xavier. students throughout the Cincinnati
community.
Gay stressed that the particular

'

/

The Xavier University board of
trustees has determined that no increase in tuition will be necessary
for the 1968-69 academic year,
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
Xavier president, announced today, April 26.
"Despite the fact that a majority
of private colleges in the United
States and also a number of the
tax-supported institutions have
announced tuition increased, the
Xavier trustees feel that the additional income hoped for from the
various fund campaigns during
the coming year, the university can
continue its academic excellence
without an increase in tuition," he
said.
"However," he continued, "because or rising costs the trustees
were obliged to increase the gen-
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No Tu1·t1·on Ra1·se For 6 8'-9

ROGER'S BARBER SHOP
NORWOOD PLAZA

contribution of the community
leaders on the committee will be to
make concrete advice and suggestions of how to approach the problems facing the students. A number
of programs have already been
suggested: Intramural events between Xavier students and Avondale youths, and between students
and Longview Hospital patients;
a camp outside the city for underprivileged children; a Christmas
program for orphanages In the
area; and a series of annual educational weeks on such topics as
Negro relations, a 1coho Ii s m,
drugs, and mental health.
"We are attempting to educate
the basic attitudes of the student
body and the administration concerning the problems of the surrounding community," Gay
explained. "This will eventually
demand a significant change in the
relationship of• the university to
Cincinnati in its efforts to solve its
problems."

-l7.JB .\IUNTUOMl-:H\' IW.
NOlt\VOOD, OHIO
l'HONI~ 531-a:wa

Open Thurs. und Fri. gvcs. 'Ill 9

eral fee from $25 to $50a semester,
beginning September 1, 1968."
Father O'Connor pointed out
that the general fee supports all
non-classroom facilities with over
half the fee allocated to the library
and student health service.
"The general fee has been unchanged since 1953 even though
the university budget has had to
absorb more and more of the cost
of these benefits to the sttidents
during the past 15 years," he
observed.

DRINK
THE MILK

Wint THE
DELICIOUS
DIFFERENCE

IN TASTEI
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MUSKIES SPLIT WITH VALLEY -FOES
By RON MOENING
Tom Higgins' grand slam home
run In the tenth inning gave the
Each team plated one more run
Muskies their hard fought 12- 8 after the issue was decided to make
victory over the UniversityofDay- the final, anticlimactic score 8-5.
lon at the Flyers' campus.
The Muskies did threaten in the
Coach Joe Hawk's nine threat- ~inal frame by loading the bases
ened to make It a runaway as they with two outs. However, pitcher

By JACK ~ URRA Y, News Sports Reporter
A PHILOSOPHY OF SPORT TO BEAT THE OLD CLICHE
While it has become custom to knock the famous two line verse of
Grantland Rice it is not very smart.
The verses read:
For when the One Great
Scorer comes to mark
against your name,
He writes - not that you
won or lost - but how
you played the game.
The great Grantland, a sportswriter, has been dead for fourteen years
but coaches, players, and buffs, led by Adolph Rupp and his "Then
why keep score" epitaph, continue to abuse those immortal words.
Points, points, points, and more, so the polls will cast their vote your
way. And win - big!
The philosophy of many coaches Is that winning is all that counts" The will to win" all that matters.
Since Grantland Rice could not be here today I will fill in his probable reply to those who hold winning as the only thing.
"That is a lot or nonsense", Granny would say. "It is the battle the contest - that counts, not the score. One must win and one must
loose when two meet. But they both can have a great afternoon"!
This was his philosophy of co111petitive sport of which I fully agree.
Rice's friend, Dev Milburn, a famous US Polo player of the 1920's,
believed the same truth.
Here is an excerpt from the book The Tumult and The Shouting
written by Grantland:
"We (Milburn and Rice) were sitting In the clubhouse at
Meadowbrook one day when he explained his stand."
" 'We have just finished a match against the British
team,' " Dev said. " 'We won easily _.:. seventeen to two. I
was bored to death. No fight. Nothing but sitting on a
horse. Years· ago I remember we met the British here.
Cheape was riding for them. What a fight! Hard, rough,
knockdown battle all the way. We lost. I never got such
a kick out of a game. Who won wasn't important. It was
the scrap. That's all -all!" '
Take it this way. Say Xavier smashes Villa Madonna in basketball.
Big deal! But we get nosed out by Kentucky in a gutty performance.
There that's it! Bring on the Kentucky's, the Marquette's, the UC's,
Kansas, Dayton and the rest. The same is football. If the athletes of
XU have the heart to perform with a little extra effort then no schedule
is too tough. Winning comes into pay - just as it did in the final two
triumphs over Marquette and UC - after the big push.

continued, pa e 5

Vlnre Salinas then tapped the ball
meekly. back to the Miami hurler
who threw wildly to first. The first
sacker made a good play on the
ball and Salinas was called out on
a questionable call toend the game.

scored
4 times
In by
opening
frame . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
on
2-run
homers
Joe Geraci
and "Big D" Dan Hollman. X then
rolled to an 8-0 leadonsomeclutch
hitting and the Inscrutable pitching
by John Peterson. John ran his
two-game streak to 11 consecutive
~e
We~
scoreless innings before the Flyers
took off in the eighth. Before the
Muskies were finally able to shoot
them down, the Aviators had
scored 8 times to lie the score and
had bombed three consecutive Muskie machine gunners. The Xavier
antiaircraft corps was able to survive the ninth inning paving the
way for Higgins' heroics in the
tebth. Rich Clifford took over In
the bottom or the tenth and shot
holes in the Flyer war clubs.
On Saturday, the Muskies saw
their record drop to 3-3 as the
Miami Redskins hung 9 more
scalps on the wall of their tepee.
x utilized all the ferocity or a
pussycat in tumbling to their third
defeat. The Muskies had a 4-1 lead
going into the fifth inning but from
then on the game resembled Custer's last stand as the Redskins
were unrelenting In their implacable
You love and she loves. And the
assault.
sooner together the better. Your rings

'ffassennaq

Wis GAqd

Rich Clifford started on the hill
for the Muskies and fell victim to
a team-wide case of that sports
phenomenon known as "choking."
The Xavier defense, heretofore as
impenetrable as a good umbrella,
more closely resembled a sponge.
Time and time again the Redskins
punctured the once-proud bulwark.
All in all, Miami chalked up their
six runs on only three hits but
made good use of 3 errors and
numerous mental mistakes by
Xavier to insure the victory.

has
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reflect your togetherness. We guide
and advise you from our superb se·
lection. You choose matched dia·
mond wedd_ing bands. They glow and
complement. each other brilliantly.
You compliment her on her taste in
a mate.
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WASSERMAN
JEWELERS
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605 RACE STREET
~PIHJ~Et•
CINCINNATI. OHIO
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NOW RENTING. • SUMMER

SCHOOL AND FALL TERM
Walk to class, chapel and cafiteria. No driving.
FOR STAFF AND STUDENTS
Adioining the Campus of Xavier University.
SAVE TIME AND- MONEY •••• WALK TO CLASS
• • •• NO PARKING PROBLEMS
ALL RESIDENTS

ALL RESIDENTS

MAY HAVE

HAVE

RESERVED PARKING

SWIMMING POOL

* * * * *

PRIVILEGES
OPEN DAILY, MAY· SEPT.

WASHER DRYER UNITS
SNACKS, DRINKS
MANOR HOUSE •••• efficiencies for two, carpeted, air conditioned, Television, equipped
kitchens, maid service, all linens and utilities. Twenty units.

UNKSHIRE APARTMENTS •••• I, 2, 3 bedroom apartments, 1-2 baths, unfurnished, equipped kitchens, parking, wood burning fireplaces, parkay floors etc.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENJS • • • • I bedroom apartments, unfurnished, equipped kitchens,
dinettes, living rooms, parking.

TUDOR HOUSE AND THE VILLA •••• Student furnished rooms, recreation rooms Television, maid service, linens, parking, pool. By summer or term. Singles
or doubles.

APPLICATION CARDS NOW AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS FROM DR. UNK'S OFFICE.
SIGN UP NOW, SMALL DOWN PAYMENT HOLDS ROOM OR APJ.
MRS. MADLYN LINK GRUBE, RESIDENT MANAGER, 3853 Ledgewood Drive,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
Phones: 731-6505, 731-6215
·-· ..... ' . ' ............. , ......... , , , " - , , .. ......... .
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O'CONNELL'S BAT SIZZLES-BUT X FIZZLES IN THE SOUTH
conLir.uect .from page 4
We want to do battle with our Superiors or at least our equals.

• • • • • • • • • •
A DAZZLING STORY FROM BOSTON
The pride nlled Celtics of Boston stunned the Philadelphia 76'ers
In the NBA Eastern playoff finals 100-96. The Celtic critics - for
whatever their qualms such as winning too much or aggressive playare silent now. They must respect the Celts. The final nail In the Celtic
coffin was a misfit - you can't kill a winning tradition that easily-,
and It started the 76'ers thinking of all Bostons glorious past. Thinking
can be dangerous In competitive sports - reaction counts more, especially under pressure. Down 3-1 in the series they fought back, and
had even their staunchest backer hedging a bit. The towel was In their
hands. Why not. Never before had a team comeback from such a
deficit in the playoffs. The term "Comeback" was embodied in the
Celts in that series.
It strikes me funny that
1962 the experts have said "The
Celtics are too old" to win. (Look
It up; there Is a book about it.)
Old champions never die - not as
long as they wear kelly green and
have a fast pair of feet and a quick
pair of hands and an undying
determination!
Red Aurbach summed It up best
when while doing the color of the
final game he leaned over, thinking he was out of microphone range,
and gasped to a Bastan backer, "Do you believe this".
And oh Yea - John "Hondo" Havlicek has been a superstar for
few years now. "The Spider" - his hands are everywhere - is an
athlete's athlete.

Dy GARY PLOEHS, Southern Correspondent

The Xavier baseball team returned home last
Sunday after completing a twelve day ~onr of the
south. By bagging five out of the nine games on the
tour they brought their season record to eight and
seven. Team hitting, led by ·Tim O'Connell was the
only highlight as fielding errors and inconsistant
pitching led the way to four losses. The victories
were over Kessler Air Force twice, Loyola (La. ),
Spring Hill twice, and losses were to Loyola (La.),
Delta State twice, and William Carey College.

X was dealt a hard blow on the
first day of the trip when they dropped both ends of a twin bill 8-7
and 8-4 to Delta StateatCleveland,
Mississippi. The Statesmen gathered 27 hits off XU pitchers while the
Muskies.came back with 24, which
included O'Connell's five for nine
and four rbi's. ButXavier'sdefensc
looked like a sieve, commiting 10
errors in the two contests, making
it easy for State.
Traveling on to New Orleans,
Louisiana the XU nine played
single games Loyola University
on Holy Saturday and Easter Sunday. The Muskies were a high
spirited club after Friday nite in
the gay town and Saturday they
played like it. The Wolfpackjumped on pitcher Jerry Feerle for two
runs in the second inning after he
had walked the first two batters.
Xavier came back in thethirdwhen
WHAT MAKES UP A CHAMPION
O'Connell plated Federle with a
In no particular order is Grantland Rice's most important qualities sacrifice fly. Lolola came out on
should belong to a champion athlete - or a doctor, lawyer, etc.:
top 4-2 and won the game when in
Confidence, Co-ordination, Concentration, Condition, the sixth inning they rallied for the
Courage-at impact, Fortitude-Stick-to-it-iveness, Determina- go-ahead run on another walk and
an error.
tion, Stamina, Quickness, and Speed.
Sunday both teams resumed
hostilities when in the bottom of
the fifth inning with the score 0-0
pitcher Billy Maestir of Loyola
threw an elbow at "Big D,.. Dan
Hollman running out a sacrifice
bunt. Both benches emptied onto
the field and exchanged hello's and
greetings for 20 minutes until the
umpires and the coaches intervened. That fired X up and they
then proceded to knock pitcher
Maestir out of the box in the sixth,
exploding for 4 runs on 4 hits.
The big blows were dealt by Peterson and O'Connell; the latter going
4-4. Peterson pitched a fine game
in the 5-1 victory for X. Jerry
Green relieved and preserved the
victory with a strong final three
innings. This win broke Loyola's
10 game win streak.
X then made a trek to Mobile,
Alabama where they ha n de d
Spring Hill two defeats. Rich Clifford hurled the first game as timely
Billy "Honey Juice" Waller practices footwork in backfield as Ray hitting by O'Connell and Earl
Baur provides lockup protection and Jeryy Buckmaster carries out Hettesheimer paved the way for
fake. Waller and offensive company will try and break through Coach the 5-1 victory. The Muskies won
Hundemer's granite like defense on May 8, the date of the spring the second game 10-3 behind the
pitching of "Birdlegs" John Tepe.
football game.
Den Kirtland and O'Connell sup-

plied home run power as X scored
freely and frequently. Joe Geraci
incurred an ankle injury in the
game and hasn't seen action since.
William Carey of Hattiesburg,
Mississippi ended XU's threegame
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DINNER JACKETS
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Knitwear including Moc• Turtle•, Sweater Shim, Traditional
Knits an~ Cr•w Nee..
Sport Coat1 including blmer1, glen plaids, 1tripe1 and
solidi in 3 -button and Double brea1ted mad.Ii.
0

• Sport Shim in hop1C1Clling, beautiful 1had• and fabric• in
button -down model1.
• Dr•• Shirfl including button -down• in 1tripe1 and 10lid1 •
~II never nnd ironing.
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if she doesn't give it to you •••
- get it yourself!

Now In the New Norwood Plaza!
An Exciting Men's Clothing Shop

5% DISCOUNT
TO ALL STUDENTS
Just Show Your l.D.
Card

win skein by dumping the visitors
9-1. The Crusaders banged out 11
hits off three Xavier hurlers and
with the aid of four X errors, walked off the field with an easy win.
XU dropped down to Biloxi,
Mississippi where they grounded
the Kessler Air Force team twice
in as many days. O'Connell collected 9 hits in 11 at bats in the 2
game series. John Peterson earned
his third win against no losses
while Kevin O'Connor struck out
8 out of 12 batters he faced to win
a 1 O inning victory in relief.
Coach Joe Hawk was pleased
with his team's performance the
last two games but admitted that
the Muskies must be sharper when
they resume play this week-end.

Siami including dr•• in all the late1t 1tyle1, plu1 the new
paa,.I jean1.
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CUTAWAYS STROLLERS

At the "MALE MAN" You'll Find the Area1 Mo1t
ModH Price• • Ju1t Chee• I
KNITWEAR

from

s 3.00

DRESS SHIRTS -

from

s 3.99

-

from

s 3.99

SPORT COATS -

from

119.95

SLACKS

from

s 5.85

SPORT SHIRTS

OPEN 10 AM till 9PM Monday-Friday-Saturday till 6 PM

NORWOOD PLAZA
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Paul Afaier

Season of the Witch

Weird scenes: Ravi Shankar at
the Taft; Greek Week and the Fugs
at U.C.; a Peace Booth and ROTC
boycott at Xavier; Jim! Hendrix in
the fieldhouse and Vanilla Fudge
at Coney. Not to mention Calhoun
Street and Mount Adams.
Yes, Spring has brought strange
happenings to Porkopolis-on-theohio: meditation: Xanadu; and
now Frank Zappa. In spite of
valiant efforts by certain local
journalists to protect our onepeaceful com m u n it y, freaks,
hippies, and pinkoes have come
to plant the seeds of destruction.
What will happen to Frank Weikel,
Stan Matlock, Paul Dixon and Bob
Br au n ·~ What will become of
Crosley Field and Uncle Al? Is
clean entertainment doomed?
And, most disturbing of all, what
happen to the comm unity standards of Xavier University if we
allow more indecent exhibitions like
those witnessed in past weeks?
Andy Warhol, for example.
Mr. Warhol was invited by the
Speakers' Committee to make a
personal appearance and show two
of his recent films. One thousand
dollars was paid to the man who
has immortalized soup cans and
Brillo boxes, in the hope that his
appearance might stir up a little
thought. "'fhe purpose of this program," Student Council explained,
"was primarily to educate the students in a form of movie relatively
uncommon to the Xavier University community."
And so the film "My Hustler"
was scheduled sight unseen, and unreeled before sever a I hundred
startled Muskies on a warm and
memorable Spring evening. And
wasn't it gay? Homosexy humor
at a New York Beach house, with
lots of references to male genitalia
and the various uses therof. It
was just too much for Mother
Mountie, who walked out after the
first reel; and it was also too much
for the administration, who
promptly cancelled
the next
evening's film, and Warhol's personal appearance as well.
For as we all know, Xavier
must stimulate thought, but not
controversy. What would that do
for our im\lge?
But Warhol, unsuspecting, came
anyway and was called on the
administrative carpet. And then
there was the demonstration.
Faculty members screened the new
film to make sure it was bland

enough to be fed to their students;
while the students marched around
outside whistling Colonel Bogey
and shouting for Andy.
Everyone knew that the demonstratio.. would be useless; the administration had made its decision
and had no intention of listening
to criticism. Students were free to
criticize, as long as they understood that their ideas would be
ignored.

Cinema

In return, Warhol refused to defend his work against a tidal wave
of irrelevant criticism. Later on,
during the informal discussion in
the grill, Warhol opened up; but
he refused .to answer angry queslions. and msults from those pre· sent ?m the theater. Care to guess
whbne final note; Warhol said that
his films were shot very quickly
and that no elaborate procedures
had been followed. This was a

COMMUNITY AUCTION
9347 Colerain Ave., Groesbeck
(Twenty minutes from downtown)
AUCTIONS EVERY FRiDA Y 7 P.M. to 12 P.M. Also
SUNDAY'S I P.M. 'till 6 P.M. LOADS OF BRAND NEW
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. LAMPS, GIFTWARE, CHINAWARE,
TOYS CLOCKS PICNIC SUPPLIES, TOOLS, ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES, PAINTINGS, STEREO'S AND STEREO COMPONENTS, NURSERY FURNITURE, KNICK KNACKS, Reconditioned Television Sets.

HUNDREDS OF MORE ITEMS
Corne and leave whe.1 you want.
Loads of good used merchandise.

BARN OPEN DAILY FOR INSPECTION,
BROWSING AND GOOD BARGAIN BUYS.

Butwere
it was
the aput-on.
Both films
beenaeditedstars
out nice
and out
the there;
night air
job which
takeshad
qllite
lot of • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,
was fresh. Tim Savage put on a time. Both films used dubbed-in
good show, and everybody stood sound effects; this takes time.
on the grass and talked and had sound effects; this takes time.
Four Stars was technically invena good time.
PART TIME JOBS FOR MUSKETEERS
And the film went on. Hundreds live, and mo~e skillfully done than
stood in the crush to see an hour Warhol admitted. No one seemed
3 to 11 Shift. Work any day.
w h I'
t fil
F r to notice; and Warhol seemed to
of
ar o s .newes
m, ou enjoy their ignorance.·
SALARY $22.00 per day
Stars. Somethmg was happening at
last on the Xavier campus; and
RELEVANT QUOTES:
Call Student Personnel Director
it sure beat getting stoned and
"It is encouraging to see tliat
421 ·5323
our administrationhasthefortitude
falling asleep in the donn.
Unfortunately, things took an and trust in our maturity to exugly turn. Irrationality and hy- pose us to modern and contropocrisy prevailed. Muskies who versial programs." -Michael
had insisted that they were mature Weiner, UC NewsRecord.
enough to see the film refuted their
"Community standards of
own arguments by shouting crude decency and respectability, based
remarks during the film and on established Catholic norms,
applauding all references to sex. must be upheld if Xavier, as a
Dr. Ebacher, who had defended Catholic academic community, is
"My Hustler" the night before, to achieve its stated purpose and
reversed his opinion and hurled goals." -P. H. Tatterman, S.J.
.. It can't happen here." --Suzy
insults at Warhol. Students jeered
at the physical appearance of Creamcheese.
Warhol and his friends; and everyMORE REVELANT QUOTES:
one in general displayed a total
lack of understanding of what
"If art merely depicts neurosis,
Warhol was trying to say.
it becomes clinically, but not artis"My Hustler" was, perhaps, tically, interesting." -Mr Ernest
crude' but it was also funny and Fontanna.
true to life. Four Stars was
"V•/e don't believe in art." --Andy
a straightforward documentary \Varhol.
which introduced us to several in"To the new artist, the fate of
teresting and very real people:
a talkative stripper; a wistful flower man is more important than the
girl; and a sisillusioned and sadly fate of art-what's the use of cinema
confused draft resister. Warhol re- if man's soul goes rotten?" --Jonas
vealed each person in a critical Mekas.
situation; several minutes of' dia- - - - - - - - - - - - - logue revealed their innermost
thoughts, and we got to know them
thoroughly.
No one, however, was willing
Because of the disturbed conto accept the films on these tenns. ditions prevailing before the Easter
One panelist insisted that "My recess, the library will have a fine
Hustler" was an allegory of mo- holiday from April 19th through
dern life; someone else said It was May 4th. Overdue books may be
a psychological study. When returned without penalty during
Warhol denied that any such impli- this period.
cations were present the panel decided that the films were "totally
meaningless."
After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in

All You Need Is Love

that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love ... and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "HQw To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
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Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola. •
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things
z
go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati
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Christmas cease-fire on Dec. 22.
All ground combat was to stop
for 30 ho~rs, ai:id the bombing
was halted mdefimtely.
The bombing pause was to no
avail. The President told a group
of 76 House members on Jan. 22,
1966, that, "It is Increasingly clear
that we have had only a hostile
response to the present pause in
In an attempt lo improve peace
prospects, Johnson ordered a bombing." Bombers began flying

By JIM ARANDA, News Editor-In-Chief

It is indisputable that the most talked about subject in his desire to drive out the Com-

Next week Vietnam in Perspective will be brought to our university campus. This article will draw
upon that same theme in attempting to highlight the historical
development of Vietnam, paying
particular attention to the history
of American involvement there.
In its time the country of Vietnam has seen many visitors come
to its shores. The Chinese were the
first to arrive, staying for a thousand years before the Mongols
came in. Modern Vietnamese history dats from 1600; when we see
the Dutch, Italians, Portugese, and
British in the country for various
reasons: some sought trading
settlements, others soughtconverts.
None were welcome.
It was the French who were the
first to have any success in Vietnam. The French came first as
missionaries, but later the fight for
Indochina was taken over by the
French navy, merchants, engineers, and explorers. The French
really did not solidify their control
until they took Hanoi for the
second time in 1882. They settled
their disputes with China and
signed a treaty at Tientsin on June
9, 1885. The French made great
progress in Vietnam up until the
Second World War. Saigon was
transformed into the "Paris of the
Orient." Hanoi was also beautiful
and in 1902 became the capital
city.
World War II was the beginning of the end for the French.
Stirred by the "Asia ·for the
Asians" cry, the Japanese ousted
the French in March, 1945, either
killing or interning French authorities. With the French gone and the
fires of nationalism raging, the
door was open for Ho Chi Minh
and the Viet Minh. On August 14,
1945, Ho proclaimed the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, a republic in which his Viet Minh,
although a minority, held the key
posts.
But the French were not giving
up easily. They returned to Haiphong on March 6, 1946. Discussions attempting to define the
nature of the relationship between
Ho's regime and the French ended
in a stalemate. Fighting broke out
in December, 1949. The turning
point came when in 1950 the Viet
Minh forced France to surrender
Lang Son, on the Chinese border,
opening the way for a flood of
Chinese Communist arms. Surrender came at Dien Bien Phu, where
on May 7, 1954, 10,000 Frenchmen were taken prisoner.
Next came the international
conference at Geneva in the summer of 1954. 'l'he agenda called for
dealing with Far Eastern problems,
and Vietnam certainly fell within
this category. The Geneva Agreement called for the division of Vietnam at the 17th parallel and the
0

15

munist guerillas in South Vietnam,
and some 220 servicemen were sent
home on Dec. 3. If there was calm,
the storm was not far off.
Throughout 1964 US military
and civilian advisers continued to
be sent to South Vietnam, until by
August the number had reached
16,000. The most significant event
of the year, however, occurred on
August 4. 'l'wo US destroyers, tlle
Maddox and the C. Turner Joy,
were in the Gulf of Tonkin, some
300 miles off the coast of North
Vietnam, when a number of Communist PT boats torpedoed them.
The destroyers were able to escape
without injury, and subsequently
sunk two PT boats themselves.
By 11:37 p.m. President Johnson went on national television to
say that "renewed hostile action
against United States ships on the
high seas in the Gulf of Tonkin
have today required me to order
the military forces of the United
States to take action in reply."
The reply constituted the opening
of the US air warfare against
four PT boat bases in the north
and an oil storage depot at Vinh.
Thus the Gulf of Tonkin incident
was responsible for the US policy
of retaliatory air strikes for specific
attacks.
Another significant result of the
incident was the passage by Congress of the Southeast Asia Resolution. This resolution gave the
President the power "to take all
necessary measures to repel any
armed attack against the forces of
the United States and to prevent
further aggression." The United
States also hereby agreed to "assist
any member or protocol state of
the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty requesting assistance
in defense of its freedom." South
Vietnam requested such assistance,
and that is more or Jess the legal
basis for our presence in Vietnam
today.
1965 brought escalation to the
war effort. American blood was
flowing freely, and the breaking
point proved to be a raid on Pleiku, an outpost in the central highlands. Within 15 brief minutes,
eight Americans wert~ killed and
126 wounded. Johnson had had
enougn; the air warfare policy was
changed to cut off Communist supplies coming in from the North.
Armed forces in Vietnam were increased by 50,000 on July 28,
and the draft call was set at35,000
per month.

..---------------c:o.-:.tirn.:.-:;J,, page 8

withdrawal within 100 days of all
Communist forces to the area north
of that line. North and South Vietnam were required to forego
military alliances and to halt the
import of foreign arms. l"ree elections supervised by India, Canada,
and Poland were to be held in
July, 1956, in order to reunite
North and South Vietnam. None
of these provisions were ever carried out. The agreement was signed
by France, and the Viet Minh,
and was loudly acclaimed by Red
China, Russia, and Great Britain.
However, two countries not
pleased by the agreement were the
United States and the Republic of
South Vietnam. Neither signed it.
President Eisenhower stated emphatically that the USA wanted no
part of the decisions made by the
conference and would be bound by
them in no way.
The most immediate result of the
Geneva Agreement was the mass
exodus from the north to the south
in an attempt to escape the Communist regime.
American involvement in Vietnam dates back to the Truman
Administration, when the French
fight against the Communists was
subsidized by American dollars.
Eisenhower continued the policy,
but on Oct. 24, ·1954, he made a
drastic change. He told Premier
Diem of South Vietnam that in the
future American aid would be given
directly to the Vietnamese government, not through the French authorities. The United States expected that in return the Diem
regime would undertake "needed
reforms." In addition, the US Military Assistance Advisory Group
took over the training of the South
Vietnamese Anny. A final important measure to be considered here
is that on Feb. 19, 1955, the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty
was signed; under its terms, the
United States pledged to go to the
aid of any party requesting assistance against aggression. The
United States had committed itself,
a commitlment which still stands
today. From this point on, United
States involvement steadily deepened.
TI1e year 1963 was marked by
two shocking assassinations ofkey
political figures. In Saigon a military clique seized control and I
assassinated President Ngo Dinh
Diem and his brother Ngo Dinh
Nhu. Three weeks later in Dallas,
Texas, Lee Harvey Oswald took
the life of President John F. Kennedy, leaving the burden of American foreign policy in the hands of
Lyndon Baines Johnson.
Despite these tragedies, the
mood in both countries was one of
optimism. The United States seem- 11
ed to be having success in establishing relations with the new
Saigon regime, Johnson was firm
IUO rni.
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At the same time, President
Johnson expressed his desire to
negotiate at any time and with
anyone in order to find peace.
Nonetheless, American casualtles
mounted until by the end of 1965,
the number killed had reached
1365, a startling Increase over the
146 killed in 1964.

Vietnam : A Short History
on the college campus this year and today is the war
in Vietnam. At the same time, the vast majority of
American citizens, even the academicians and the
students, are sorely handicapped in their discussions
because they do not have all the facts at their disposal. And the information they do have: is it really
"fact" or just Americanized propaganda? While we
may be told the truth, we are not often told the whole
story. This seems to be the fate of both hawk and
dove, whether they know it or not.

P111

WAS KEATS THE BOB DYLAN
OF HIS DAY?
Who was the greatest of the English Romantic PoetsByron, Shelley or Keats? This question has given rise to
many lively campus discussions and not a few stabbings.
Let us today try to find an answer.
First, Keats (or The Louisville Slugger, as he is commonly called.) Keats' talent bloomed early. While still a
schoolboy at St. Swithin's he wrote his epic lines:
If I am good I get an apple,
So I don't whistle in the chapel.
From this distinguished beginning he went on to write
another 40 million poems, an achievement all the more remarkable when you consider that he was only five feet
tall! I mention this fact only to show that physical problems never keep the true artist from c1·eating. Byron, for
example, was lame. Shelley suffered from prickly heat all
winter long. Nonetheless, these tliree titans of literature
never stopped writing poetry for one day.
Nor did they neglect their personal lives. Byron, a devil
with the ladies, was expelled from Oxford for dipping
Nell Gwynne's pigtails in an inkwell. (This later became
known as Guy Fawkes Day.) He left Englarn;l to fight in
the Greek war of independence. He fought bravely and
well, but women were never far from his mind, as evidenced by these immortal lines :
How splendid -it is to fight for the Greek,
But I don't enjoy it half as much as dancing cheek to
cheek.
While Byron fought in Greece, Shelley stayed in England, where he became razor sharpener to the Duke of
Gloucester. Shelley was happy in his work, as we know
from his classic poem, Hail to thee, blithe strop, but no
matter how he tried he was never able to get a proper edge
on the Duke's razor, and he was soon banished to
Coventry. (This later became known as The Industrial
Revolution.)
One wonders how Shelley's life-and the course of English poetry-would have differed if Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades had been invented 200 years earlier. For
Personna is a blade that needs no stropping, honing or
whetting. It's sharp when you get it, and sharp it stays
through shave after luxury shave. Here truly is a blade
fit for a Duke or a freshman. Moreover, this Personna,
this jewel of the blade-maker's art, this boon to the cheek
and bounty to the dewlap, comes to you both in doubleedge style and Injector style. Get some now during "Be
Kind to Your Kisser Week."
But I digress. Byron, I say, was in Greece and Shelley
in England. Meanwhile Keats went to Rome to try to
grow. Who does not remember his wistful lyric:
Although I am only five feet ll'igh,
Some day I will look in an elephant's eye.
But Keats did not grow. His fri~nds, Shelley and Byron,
touched to the heart, rushed to Rome to stretch him. This
too failed. Then Byron, ever the ladies man, took up with
Lucrezia Borgia, Catherine of Aragon, and Annie Oakley.
Shelley, a more domestic type, stayed home with his wife
Mary and wrote his famous poem:
I love to stay !tome with the missus and write,
And hug her and kiss her and give her a bite.

Mary Shelley finally got so tired of being bitten that
she went into another room and wrote Frankenstein.
Upon i·eading the manuscript, Shelley and Byron got so
scared they immediately booked passage home to England. Keats tried to go too, but he was so small that the
clerk at the steamship office couldn't see him over the top
of the counter. So Keats remained in Rome and died of
shortness.
Byron and Shelley cried a lot and then together composed this immortal epitaph:
Good old Keats, he mi{lltt have been sltott,
But he was a great Ame1·ican and a heck of a good sport.

* * *
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T''"o Years Of Q11estioning
the war and insuring freedom in
the war-torn land.
On the religious side, students,
led by Kenneth P. Feit, S.J. organized a Mass on theXaviercampus as a moral witness by the
Xavier community for peace.
This was followed in May with
a petition drawn up by fourteen
Xavier proressors sent to President
Johnson in which they asked for:
"1. A cessation of the bombing or
North Vietnam; 2. Initiation or
negotiations with all interested parties, including the National Liberation Front, for an internationally
supervised cease-fire andan honorable cessation or hostilities."
As the year ended, discussion
and action concerning the war was
growing in quantity and quality.
When the current school year
began, the only discussion that
could be seen was in a few News
editorials supporting the war. Not
until November did the issue come
before the students in an official
manner in the Inter-Racial Community Week. The war was only
touched on in relation to how it
affected the racial situation.
In his controversial speech before the student body, Lincoln
Lynch of CORE brought out this
relationship strongly. He resented
the fact that the war buildup was
"emasculating" the poverty program. "Make peace," he appealed,
"and maybe together her Black
People and her White People can
build America."
After a slow beginning, action
picked up. One demonstration led
to another in the week before
Christmas vacation, as Xavier students marching in favor of the U.S.
involvement in Vietnam were met

Elections
Slated for
May 9, 10
The Elections Committee of
Student Council has announced the
dates for the election of Council
officers for the 1968 -69 school
year. Randy Freese, committee
chairman, stated details to the
News, pointing out that "Nominations will be taken from Monday,
April 29 through Friday, May 3
for the offices of President and
Vice-President of the Student Body
and for the class officers and representatives."

by a group of anti-war Muskies
in front of the Federal Building in
downtown Cincinnati.
Although no Xavier students
were directly involved, there was
a good deal of discussion on the
war and the limits of civil disobedience with arrest and subsequent paroling of Antioch studentprotestor Decourcy Squire. Several
Xavier professors signed a petition
protesting the treatment of the arrested dissenters andtheirhandling
by the courts.

Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J. VicePrcsident in charge of Student Af·
fairs, who soon followed with a
position paper on" The F..xpression
or Opinions on the Xavier
Campus."
The paper stated, "Campus
demonstrations arc permitted provided they are conducted in an
orderly manner and do not interfere with vehicular or pedestrian
traffic, classes or other university
functions, and are not held within
university buildings."
The most likely candidate for
taking advantage of the demonstration paper was the student
activist group Students foraDemocratic Society. SDS received Student
Council approval on March 6, but
has yet to receive the official approval of Dean of Men Patrick J.
Nally. They outlined their program
at a FAST on March 15.

More directly felt was the influcncc of Dr. Joseph Link, of the
Xavier Economi'cs Department.
Link was the only member of the
three-man parole board to vote
against her release. Her behavior,
he maintained, was such as to
make her ineligible for parole, if
more people acted as she had, it.
could "lead to anarchy." A News
editorial followed, strongly attackFor the future, hopes are that
ing Link's attitude, as "incompat- the Vietnam In Perspective Week
ible" with human respect.
will lead to more thought, more
The first actual political action· responsible action, and a more
taken on the campus was the form- academic approach to the Vietnam
ation of an active Youth for Mc- question.
earthy group, under the leadership
of Dan Hurley. Xavier students
If you are a student at Xavier
rang doorbells, manned booths at University and feel that you need
the campaign headquarters, and help for the fast approaching finals
passed out information at the St. contact the Student Volunteer office
Patrick's Day parade.
in the University Center, across
Xavier war opponents first usl.>d the hall from the offices of the dean
a tactic usually seen in larger uni- of men. This is a service open to
versities when they set up a "peace any student and is FREE OF
booth" opposite a Marine recruit- CHARGE. If you want help call at
ing booth in March of this year. any lime, extension 362 or 363,
The booth was approved by Rev. if there is no answer contact Bob
Lenihan at the Chabanel House·

Vietnam
again on Jan. 31, despite the protest of Senators Mansfield and Fulbright.
By 1966 the US military
strength in Vietnam was strong
enough to make it impossible for
the Vici Cong to drive out American forces. The initiative had
shifted to the American side, as the
artillery, the napalm, the nauseous
gases, flamethrowers, and defoliation chemicals began to take their
toll of the VC.
As the bombing continued,
Johnson's popularity declined.
The bombing or Haiphong harbor
was urged by the hawks, but such.
an attack would have intederred
with the free shipping rights of
Great Britain and Russia, who
were delivering both war and civilian goods to North Vietnam.
One of the major events of the
war in 1967 was the election held
on September 3. Premier Ky's withdrawal from the presidential race
and agreement to run as vicepresident with Chief of State Thieu
helped prevent a possible split In
anned forces. The election proved
a decisive victory for Thieu and
Ky, as 83% of those registered
voted. The North Vietnamese
promptly countered with an intensification of the war. Bitter fighting ensued all the way from the
Mekong Delta to the Northern provinces. One of the hardest hit areas
was Con Thien, an allied stronghold near the DMZ. In November 102 Americans died during
two weeks of battle at Dak To.
The events of 1968 are still
fresh in the minds of all concerned Americans. The Tet offensive

launched by the Communlstsseemcd to catch the American off guard.
There was speculation that Khe
Sanh might become another Dien
Bien Phu. The horizon was bleak
in America, and the new draft regulations, eliminating virtually all
student deferments, were manifestations of the seriousness of the
situation.
Politicians began to speak their
minds on the solution to the Vietnam crisis, seeing the significance
of the war issue in this election
year. Sen. Eugene McCarthy announced his candidacy and spoke
of getting out or Vietnam. Bobby
Kennedy kept saying that we could
not withdraw, but must work towards a peaceful settlement at the
conference table. Rockefeller was
noncommittal, Nixon was outspoken in his criticism of the Johnson Administration.
Then the whole picture suddenly
changed, as President Johnson, on
March 31, announced that he
would not campaign for re-election.
He wanted to devote his entire time
and energy to bringing about peace
in Vietnam. Shortly thereafter, the
bombing of North Vietnam was
decreased significantly, and the
possibility of peace talks looked
good.
Now it appears that both countries are ready to go to the conference table. The question of a talk
site is yet to be satisfactorily resolved, but at least the horizon
seems brighter now. Just where
we go from here remains to be
seen.

Our Space Department
Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet TriLevels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
wouldn't dare try laying a 4 x 8-foot mirror flat in the
main cargo level. (Especially if you're superstitious.)
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there's extra
hip and shoulder room.
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other

ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet's field
as an ignition warning system. You'll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through. Inner fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with all these advantages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
priced luxury wagons in their fields. And if that's
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer's
'68 Savings Explo. See the details below.
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Chevrolet Tri-Levels
TRY ONE FOR SIZE AT YOUR DEALER'S.
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"Elections will be held on Thursday and Friday, May 9-10 after
the week of campaigning beginning on Monday, May 6."
According to the Constitution of
Student Council the President and
Vice President of the Student Body
stand together as a ticket for elec
lion. They shall have been mem
hers of Xavier University for at
least three semesters.
The class officers - president
and vice-president of each class are primarily concerned with class
affairs, but also have seat on
Council and are expected to carry
out Council projects.
Class representatives arc expected to represent their class and
initiate programs on Council. Candidates for either class officer or
representative must file for one of
the two categories.
Bob Joseph, Student Body President, hopes "that we will have a
good number of candidates U1is
year. We have waited a little
longer because of the late Easter
break, but we wanted to make sure
that elections were adequately publicized."
Vice - President Chris M u 11 e
added that "We hope that candidates will work up feasible, wcllthough t out platforms. We would
like to see, as would the students,
campaigns on Issues."

IMPALA STATION WAGON
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It's like no other savings
event your Chevrolet dealer·

has ever held. Ta you it
means extra buying poweran explosion of savings on
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Take a look al these bonus
savings plans. Then see your
Chevrolet dealer.

Bonus Savings Plans.
1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 200-hp Turbo-Fire VB,

Powerglide and whitewalls.
2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire VS,
Powerglide and whitewalls.
3. Any regular Chevrolet
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire VB,
Turbo Hydra-Matic and
whitewalls.

4. Now, for the first time ever,

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevrolet or Chevelle
with VB engine.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or
Chevelle VB 2-door or 4door hardtop model - save
on vinyl top, electric clock,
wheel covers and appearance guard items.

Happening now at your Chevrolet dealer's,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader could make it happen.

